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1 Introduction
1.1 Abstract
Managing a programming environment has been a huge challenge to students who are new to
computer science. In the first laboratory session of most computer science courses, instructors spend
time explaining how the environment could be set up. For example, in COMP2011 and COMP2012,
students are told to install Visual Studio Code[1] (VSC) as their code editor and they need to run an
installation script to install VSC extensions. This poses several problems. First, the environment might
not be standardized because students might not know how to manage the versions of installed
runtimes and packages. Also, the configuration of installed packages might not be the same for every
student, some students may already have another version of the package installed. Little
inconsistencies in the programming environment could lead to errors in the grading process. Second,
spending a lab session teaching the environment setup and testing codes in laboratories’ computers is
time-consuming. Third, students’ local computer environments could be polluted because they do not
fully understand programming environment management, which could lead to more errors in the
future. These problems could lead to poor programming experiences for many programming
beginners and make them lose interest in programming. The rising popularity of computer science has
brought these problems to the surface. Not only computer science courses but also business courses
are introducing programming to students, for example, ISOM3400 is using Jupyter notebook[2] in its
teaching.

To solve these problems, we propose Cnails, a cloud-based integrated development environment
(IDE) that can be provided to students. A cloud IDE is an IDE that is not run on the local computer
but in a remote environment such that the programming environment is not affected by the local
computer and the remote environment can be standardized using container technologies.

Some existing solutions, such as CodeSandbox[3], Goorm[4] etc., have already provided a cloud IDE
for programmers. However, none of them fully cater to the needs of the UST computer science
department. First, their choice of IDE is not customizable by UST while there are circumstances
where courses change their choice of IDE. Second, their solutions do not provide enough flexibility to
students, as most of the existing solutions do not allow an extension on top of the defined
environment, which is important for improving the programming efficiency for some students.

Providing a cloud IDE can not only solve the problem of environment standardization but also brings
a lot of side benefits. First, more students are replacing laptops with their mobile devices such as iPad
or other kinds of tablets. However, sophisticated IDEs only have desktop applications but no mobile
applications. Being a web application, Cnails and its web-based IDE can be accessed anywhere as
long as a device is connected to the internet. Another advantage of using a cloud IDE is that it does
not require the hardware of students’ computers to be powerful because all the computation is done in
the computers provided by UST instead of running on students’ computers locally. Besides, the
increasing popularity of online course platforms such as Coursera and online learning presses a huge
demand on the existence of such a cloud IDE and environment management platform. Instructors of
online courses have even less interaction with students. Students might encounter unexpected
environment setup errors on their local computers, it is hard for instructors to provide immediate help
to all of them. In Cnails, Students can ask questions on the code directly with the instructor about the
assignment within the IDE, and the instructor can reply directly. To accommodate such a trend, Cnails
is built with its scalability in mind. It can serve students in not only UST but also online course
platforms. Students taking online courses can use the cloud IDE provided by Cnails to ensure their
programming environments are the same as their instructors. Last but not least, Cnails could be
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utilized in programming exams, where students have always complained about the lack of convenient
ways to input the code. Students may have to write them on a paper or use the text editor on Canvas,
which are not ideal methods to input code as a student. Students can enjoy the feature-rich text editor
and code suggestions from VSC and receive the same programming environment to ensure no unfair
circumstances.

On one side, Cnails is an environment management platform. Instructors can specify different
environments by picking the runtimes and packages a course needs. Besides standardization, all users
can access the Web IDE containers with their file storage that is synchronized across all containers
and build one programming environment on their own and start using it.

1.2 Objectives
The system can be separated into the following four objectives:

1. To provide standardized programming environments to students and management ability to
instructors.

2. To provide feature-rich programming tools and extensions to students to improve teaching
and learning experience.

3. To provide an online IDE to accommodate the increasing use of mobile devices.
4. To provide a scalable and user-friendly environment for students and instructors in UST and

even online course platform

2 Methodology
2.1 Design and Architecture

2.1.1 Overall services Design

Figure 1: Overall System Design

Figure 1 briefly describes the overall system design of Cnails. Users would visit the application
through a web URL, which will land them on a dashboard showing them the courses they are taking
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or teaching. As a student, they can check if there are assignments available to them in the course page
and start a Web IDE based on that assignment code template. As an instructor, they can manage
programming environments or code templates. When a user wants to start a Web IDE, the frontend
would send a request to start a Web IDE container through the API to the backend. The container
orchestrator will schedule a new code-server container. Then, a new Web IDE container containing
the VSC accessible via the browser will be spawned and accessible through a web backend redirect.
Other than creating Web IDE containers, users could remove them, or perform other actions. As an
instructor, they can build a programming environment in the Web IDE container, then save it as a
standardized environment. They can also check out the students’ workspace statuses and statistics.

2.1.2 Cluster Design
In the realistic scenario, this application would require a lot of computing power and memory as there
would possibly be hundreds of students using the IDEs at the same time. A single machine would not
be able to support this. Therefore, Cnails would be supported by a cluster of machines, which are
scalable. The service described in Figure 1 are containerized and distributed across the machines in
Figure 2.

Figure 2: Cluster Architecture Design

Figure 2 showing our demonstrative cluster of machines, we deployed 4 nodes in total. The four
machines communicate in the cluster using the private IP within the private network by using
Tailscale[5]. Hence, the whole cluster IPC will never be exposed to the public, which greatly increases
the security level of the cluster.

Node 1 acts as the master node of the cluster while the rest being the client nodes. Node 1 hosts the
container scheduler server, which distributes jobs across the client nodes. For example, when a Web
IDE is requested from the API, Node 1 would schedule a Web IDE job on one of the available nodes,
in this case being Node 3 and Node 4, then a Web IDE would be spawned on that node using the
Docker driver on that node.
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Also, Node 1 is also the service discovery server in charge of providing the service discovery of
different services. Similarly, other nodes are the client nodes. When a new service is deployed on the
clients, they would request Node 1 for registering service discovery of that service. The web reverse
proxy is a service that routes all the external requests to the correct internal service. Therefore, Node 2
is chosen to be the node that hosts only the reverse proxy to prevent overloading the machine.

2.1.3 Backend Web Server Design
The web backend mainly has two major components:

Figure 3: Backend Web Server Design

2.1.3.1 Web server
This would be the main part of the routing system of web frontend and the reverse proxy handling of
the Web IDE containers. It could handle requests differently according to different URL content. For
example, the URL contains different containers corresponding to different Web IDE containers. Then
the server could proxy the server’s content and deliver them to the user on the browser.

2.1.3.2 Web API route
The Web API route provides an interface for the web frontend that calls respective functions in the
API through the fetch requests; thus, all communication could happen inside the local network
without exposing or forwarding any ports to the public.

2.1.4 API Design
The API connects to all kinds of services together. The overall design is shown in the following
Figure 4.

Figure 4: API Design
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2.1.4.1 Periodic Daemon
The API server has a periodic daemon to perform two jobs periodically:

1. Checking and removing abandoned Web IDE containers
2. Saving files in the Web IDE.

If we do not remove the abandoned Web IDE, the system would pile up many unused resources. For
removing them periodically, there is a heartbeat file in the Web IDE container that is up-to-date once
the user accesses the Web IDE on the browser. Therefore, when the user is not accessing the browser
anymore, the API would detect the last modified time of the heartbeat file and remove the container
once the file has not been accessed for a certain threshold of time.

For saving files in the Web IDE, the Daemon would access the home directory of the Web IDE
containers and backup the files there once in a while so that the progress of the users can be restored
when the user wants to use the Web IDE again, or in case of the unexpected container shutdown.

2.1.5 Web IDE

Figure 5: A Web IDE With Some Demo Code Inside

Figure 5 shows the Web IDE, a main service provided to users by Cnails. Whenever a user opens an
IDE, the code template will be in the workspace with every necessary library installed and
configuration set properly.

We have found some VSC extensions that could be beneficial for teaching, CodeTour is one of the
example:
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Figure 6: Example Usage for CodeTour

Instructors could set up checkpoints in the codebase to guide the student through the assignment. It
can be included in a standardized template, instructors would have a way to introduce the assignment
interactively. Students can click through the tour to understand the code in the assignment.

Moreover, we have developed a VSC extension for quickly sending questions to instructors. When the
student selects the code and right-clicks it, they can choose the ‘Send comment to instructor’ option to
input a comment or a question. The instructor who made the assignment template will receive a
notification with the highlighted code and comment. He/she can then choose to reply to the
notification on the message page in the frontend, where the student would also receive the reply.

Figure 7:  VSC Extension for sending comment to instructor

This function could be annoying when students are sending questions all the time. It can be disabled
in the template setting. We believe this function could be useful under lab or tutorial settings such that
students do not need to raise their hands and wait for the teaching assistants to come to them.

2.1.6 Push-up Notification System
In Cnails, a push-up notification system is provided to notify users for any announcements or
messages, like a new assignment being published to the students, or a question being sent to the
instructor as mentioned in the previous section.

If the users are in the web application, a toast, shown in Figure 8, will appear on the lower left corner.
Users can also allow system notification, shown in Figure 9, from Cnails by giving the browser
notification permission to Cnails in the browser setting.
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Figure 8: Example Notification in Web App Figure 9: Example Browser Notification

2.1.7 Cloud File Transfer

Figure 10 : Web IDE file mount and Cloud File Transfer

Cnails provides each user with a personal volume. Therefore, whenever a user creates a Web IDE, the
Web IDE will be mounted with their personal volume such that users can access their persistent files
in the Web IDE. Also, Cnails provides a frontend web interface for transferring the files between the
users’ personal volume and remote storage providers(only Google Drive is supported at the moment).

2.2 Implementation

2.2.1 Web Application Frontend
This is the user interface of Cnails. The implementation is explained below while a flow diagram of
interactions is shown in Figure 21 in Part 3.1.1.

2.2.1.1 Full stack Web Framework: Next.js and Tailwind CSS
Next.js[6] is chosen to develop a full-stack application that includes the user interface and the web
backend that makes API calls. Next.js is built on the React.js[7], a famous javascript library to build
user interfaces for web applications. The main benefit of using a React-based framework is its large
developer community and hence the resources for developers. Using React saves a lot of development
effort and lowers development risk. In addition, the component-based nature of React allows us to
develop reusable UI components to achieve a consistent user interface over the project.

For styling of the user interface, TailwindCSS[8] is selected instead of using traditional CSS.
TailwindCSS is a utility-first CSS framework that enables rapid and convenient styling of the website.
It supports writing CSS styles directly into the JSX or HTML components. It helps applying dark
mode and creating responsive design on the application easily.
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2.2.1.2 Dashboard Page

Figure 11: Dashboard Page With Dark Theme

The Dashboard Page, shown in Figure 11, contains a section showing all the currently running Web
IDEs and a section showing all the active courses they are taking. The former section serves as a
quick portal for users to quickly enter their opened Web IDE without navigating into their course
page. It also shows the limit of the number of concurrently running workspaces. Users can perform
quick actions, such as closing the Web IDE in this section. The latter section allows users to enter
their courses.

2.2.1.3 Course Page

Figure 12: Instructor View On A Course Page

Users of different roles will see different grids on the course page. Instructors will see an environment
grid and a template grid, shown in Figure 12. When pressing the “+” button next to “Environment”, a
modal will show up and ask the instructors to fill in the information of this programming
environment. After an environment is defined, a new environment card will show up under the
Environment grid. Both the environment and template setting can be modified later on. After a
programming environment is created, code templates can be created and be associated with a
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programming environment. The code template can be a normal assignment, lab assignment and exam.
The code template will appear in the working directory when a user creates a workspace from the
template.

Figure 13: Watch Student Workspace Statuses And Statistics

Instructors can also view student workspace statuses and statistics, shown in Figure 13. This could be
useful in labs or exams such that instructors can immediately spot if some student’s workspace had a
problem.

Figure 14: Student View On A Course Page

If the user is a student, he/she can only see a workspace grid, shown in Figure 14. It shows all the
valid workspaces that a student has in this course. To display the workspace from the students’
perspective, the instructors must first publish the template, then students can see it and start a
workspace for it. When the student presses on a workspace card, the IDE will be prepared in the
backend and the user will be directed into the IDE. Students are not allowed to create workspaces
other than those specified by the templates on the course page. However, Cnails allows them to create
personal workspaces that are not bound to any course and have no code template in them.
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2.2.1.4 Message Page

Figure 15: Messages Page

The Message Page, shown in Figure 15, shows all persisted messages that are not deleted by users.
Inside the IDE, students can use an extension to send code snippets and messages to instructors. This
function is handy for the laboratory section. If the instructor is online, the messages will be shown as a
notification on the bottom right corner of the window. When the user can press the notification button
on the function bar at the top, he/she will see a few recent messages. To read all messages, they need
to do it on the Message Page.

2.2.1.5 Cloud File Transfer Page

Figure 16: File Transfer Page

The file transfer page shown in Figure 16 allows users to drag and drop to upload files or folders to
their personal volumes. Also, users can drag and drop files from the personal volume on the left to the
remote file storage to transfer the files intuitively. The API that handles file transfer to cloud storage
providers can technically be implemented with different providers such as Google Drive, Dropbox
and OneDrive1.

2.2.2 Backend Implementation

2.2.2.1 Web Server Language: JavaScript & Dynamic server framework: Express.js
JavaScript is the programming language of the web. It can be used to develop frontend components
and Node.js[9] is very popular as a server-side programming language. JavaScript is also the
underlying language of Next.js, the web framework we are using. As a result, we gain more flexibility
in coding, allowing the possibility to share code to reduce redundancy. For the web server,

1 At this moment, only Google Drive is supported
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Express.js[10] is chosen to be the framework of the web server we use for proxying and
authentication in the project.

2.2.2.2 API Daemon in Golang

Figure 17 : API Daemon Implementation

There are APIs for the CRUD operations of programming environments or assignment templates, then
it utilizes a function that interacts with the PostgreSQL database to perform the operations. The
Environment Database by Docker stores the version of Web IDE images so that they can be accessed
by other node machines in the cluster by a REST-ful API. It does so when it needs to save or delete
Web IDE environments. It connects to the Nomad Container Scheduler on Node 1 to deploy Web IDE
containers, or containers that upload or download files from the cloud storage. It also connects to
client nodes eligible for Web IDE containers to manage the actual containers, like saving them to a
programming environment or status checking.

When notifications are sent by someone, or the user needs to list or delete their notifications, the API
would perform the corresponding CRUD operations in the notification table in the database and send
the actual notification by interacting with the Notification server provided by Google Firebase. Cnails’
API calls remote storage APIs to provide file-related functions from the remote storage
providers(currently only Google Drive is supported). At last, it interacts with the authentication server
provided by OPA[14] to authenticate the API calls. For example, student users should not be able to
make API calls to create assignment templates. The authentication server will not allow such a call
according to this policy, therefore returning an error for the call.

We chose Go to implement the API because this project utilizes the Docker engine extensively. The
official Docker engine API only provides Go and Python support (and direct HTTP)[11]. We chose
Go instead of Python because Go is faster, type-strict like C++, emphasizes on error handling and
provides rich library support[12], which are also important features for sustainable code. We also use
this API server to manage things unrelated to the Docker engine, like CRUD operations with the
databases and the API authentications.

Go is also a multi-threaded programming language[13]. It is highly utilized in the API to efficiently
implement features like periodic checking and files upload/download between Google Drive and
personal volume. Multiple files could be uploaded/downloaded simultaneously with multi-thread
programming.
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2.2.2.3 Policy enforcement
For policy enforcement on API calls, we use Open Policy Agent(OPA)[14] to implement the design. It
is an open-source, general-purpose policy engine that unifies policy enforcement across the
technology stack. OPA provides a high-level declarative language that lets us specify policy as code
and simple APIs to decouple policy decision-making from the API. We chose OPA because it
provides an API for the Go programming language, so it could be seamlessly integrated into the API,
which is written in Go. Also, it provides a lot of support and documentation and is used by a lot of
applications.

2.2.3 Web IDE Implementation
The IDE used by students is expected to be a consistent environment regardless of the underlying
architecture of the hosting machine so that all students can build and execute code in a unified
environment. Docker is chosen to achieve this unification and isolation.

In our particular case of providing an IDE, the IDEs are Linux kernels that include the required tools
for development, all delivered in a single Docker container. Using the same image while spawning the
containers, isolated, consistent, and unified environments can be provided to the students.

Unlike Virtual Machines, Docker containers are lightweight packages that share the machine’s OS
kernel, providing a more efficient and cost-effective performance[15]. A larger number of IDE
containers can be provided per virtual machine instead of providing only one IDE, the VM itself.
Also, starting a container is much faster than starting a virtual machine. This will improve the speed
and performance of initializing and using an IDE.

The environments we use to let students create containers are based on the code-server image[16].
The image creates a container that allows the user to imitate VSC[1], code-server, on the web browser.
It has the functions an IDE needs, such as a console, editor, file system, etc. It can also install existing
VSC extensions on open-vsx[17].

It can be deployed to spawn the IDE containers very easily, with a few adjustments. In this case, we
have performed some Linux system management on the operating system of the image to archive
some functions that we planned. Also, for some of the functions, we have developed a VSC extension,
which can be deployed directly on this IDE.

2.2.4 Cluster Orchestration Implementation: Nomad and Consul
In the realistic scenario, this application would require a cluster of machines to support the computing
power and memory of possibly hundreds of web IDEs. To manage workload amongst the machines,
Nomad[18] is chosen to implement the job. Nomad is a simple and flexible scheduler and workload
orchestrator to deploy and manage containers and non-containerized applications across machines at
scale. In this case, we used the docker driver that Nomad provides. For instance, when a student needs
a Web IDE, Nomad will schedule to start a docker container with the docker engine on a machine
within the cluster. It also supports recovery when a machine in the cluster suddenly shuts down. It will
migrate the process to other available machines in the cluster. To facilitate communications between
processes like the web UI and the backend, Consul[19] is needed for service discovery and
interprocess communications.
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2.2.4.1 Nomad
The Nomad server acts as a scheduler in the cluster. The working flow of the Nomad cluster is shown
as follows.

Figure 18: Nomad Cluster Structure

When the developer sends a Job request to the Nomad server manually, first it will review the job
constraint/group constraint of the job specification. For example, the resources requirement of the
node (memory/CPU/…), distinct host requirement, metadata constraint, to name but a few. Then it
will dry run the scheduling algorithm and try to deploy the job and tasks instance on the node. If the
dry run is successful, the real deployment will be scheduled and send the group tasks to different
nodes as the dry run process. Finally, when the Nomad client receives the request, it will contact the
Docker driver on the local machine to create and deploy the container according to the task
specification.

As briefly mentioned in section 2.2.2.2, when the API needs to deploy Web IDE containers or
containers that upload or download files from the cloud storage, it will connect to the Nomad
container scheduler server on Node1, and submit jobs the same way mentioned in the previous
paragraph programmatically, which will then spawn the actual containers on the node machines.

2.2.4.2 Consul
The use of Consul is mainly for the service discovery of the services deployed in different nodes’
Docker drivers. The service discovery flow is shown in Figure 19.

Figure 19: Consul Cluster Structure
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Regarding Figure 19, when a job is deployed, a proxy is created per group for the service discovery.
During the process, the upstream of other proxy services will be set and bind the service name with
some predefined local port. When the container sends some request to the bound local port, the proxy
will send the service name to the Consul client, and the Consul client will redirect the request to the
Consul server on the head node. After the Consul server finds the target service address from its
routing table, it will redirect the target IP with port to the Consul client, and the Consul client will
redirect the response back to the proxy. In the end, the proxy will redirect the request from the
container to the target service IP.

2.2.5 Push-up Notification System
As described in 2.1.6, a push-up notification system is provided to notify users of any announcements
or messages in different usages. Cnails uses the subscription system of the Google Firebase Cloud
Messaging API. Every user will be asked to accept the notification push up in the browser, and then
the system would register the user to be eligible for receiving notifications. The system would
constantly renew the notification token to prevent the notification system being abused.

2.2.5.1 Messaging flow
The messaging flow is shown as follows.

Figure 20: Google Firebase Cloud Messaging API flow

Regarding Figure 20, some events in the web application will trigger the message sending the event.
For example, course announcements, sending a comment to the instructor in the Web IDE and
activating a template. The actions trigger the API to call the Google Firebase Cloud Messaging API
and send the message to a certain topic to the Google Cloud Message Server. Then the server will
send back the message to the users according to the subscription topic. Depending on whether the user
is currently on the web service or not, the message will be sent to the service worker of the browser or
the app message listener. If it is in the app event listener, a built-in notification pop-up box will appear
on the right upper corner; else, it will appear on the notification zone in the browser notification
system.
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2.2.6 Cloud Files Transfer
Cnails support files to transfer between local personal volume and cloud file systems. We decided to
implement the file transfer functions with only one cloud file provider for demonstration, Google
Drive. Compared to OneDrive by Microsoft, Google Drive provides more storage space for the free
plan, which may contribute to the relatively higher popularity and accessibility for students and the
general individual customers[21]. Therefore, Google Drive is chosen to demonstrate the design.

2.2.6.1 Files Upload and Download
In Google Drive APIs, there is no API for batch file uploading or folder uploading. Hence, to achieve
folder uploading, a custom API utilizes the file uploading API and folder creation API is created.

The algorithm will search the file system in BFS in a recursion way. Each layer (level of folders) will
create the parent folder first in the wanted place, then build the subfolders in a recursion way and files
using the file uploading API. The current version API will support two kinds of upload, file and
folder. With more advanced features, multiple file uploads might be supported in the future version.

Since the upload action will occupy numerous memory of the system, it is not a good idea to deploy it
on any public existing services like the Web frontend or the API. In Cnails, it is executed as an
isolated container. When a user triggers the upload API, the Web API route will pass the request to the
API. Then the API will construct and initialize the container for uploading the wanted file or folder by
mounting the target directory to the deployed container. Therefore, the memory usage will be limited
and isolated in a container without affecting other services. For the Files Download API, the situation
is similar to the Files Upload API.

Also, to increase the speed and efficiency of these two APIs, parallel programming is used so that the
upload action is executed in multi-thread. In Cnails, the algorithm is implemented by Golang. A
Golang routine is used to achieve this multi-thread programming. In this way, multiple files in the
same layer of the parent folder could be uploaded simultaneously, which greatly reduces the waiting
time and improves the algorithm's efficiency.

2.2.7 Web Traffic Reverse Proxy
For managing traffic to our website, we use Traefik[22] to implement the design. It is an open-source
proxy that can take an incoming HTTP request, pass it over to HTTPS with a valid SSL certification
and pipe that traffic internally to a web server. Traefik will manage the SSL certificate and configure
the containers automatically, which is important as we do not want to configure every dynamic
container to be HTTPS-secured manually. It also works as a Docker container, which is very
convenient, and Traefik can configure Docker containers as well, which is very suitable for our
applications in this project.

3 Discussion
3.1 Result

3.1.1 Web Application Demo
Figure 21 below shows the system flow of our application in the frontend. Instructor users can go to
the instructor page and create an environment using a predefined one or a custom one. Then the
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instructor can create an assignment template by going into the temporary Web IDE to configure it.
Then, the instructor can publish the assignment template, or go into the Web IDE to use it. For
students, they only have to click on ‘start’ on any published assignment to use the Web IDE.

From the dashboard, users can also go to the notification page to check if there are any notifications,
regarding any published assignments or questions about the code for the instructors. Users can also
check the files in their personal volume in the cloud file transfer page, if they want to transfer their
files from the personal volume to a cloud drive, they can login to their cloud drive first, in this case
being Google, then they can upload or download files between their personal volumes and Google
drive with the simple “drag and drop”.

Figure 21 : System Flow of our Application Cnails

3.1.2 Web IDE
Since the Web IDE image we used is already quite out-of-the-box, we just needed to investigate and
fine-tune the IDE to our needs. Figure 22 below shows the different ways that the users could use the
IDE, no matter if it is for a python console program, or a HTML file with a built-in web browser.

Figure 22(a): Web IDE with a python file                              Figure 22(b): Web IDE with a built-in browser

And as discussed in the design section, the Web IDE could be customized with great flexibility as
there are many VSC extensions out there. Also, we have implemented a way to restrict students from
compiling the code, so it could be used in a situation where trial-and-error coding is not preferable,
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like in an examination, this could change the way students taking programming courses view the
mode of the examination.

3.1.3 Cluster setup
A cluster of 4 machines have been set up for demonstration as discussed in the design section. The
work includes the server setup, service discovery setup, and the container scheduler setup. The
progress also includes the integrations of the cluster architecture with the front-end and back-end of
the web service and the reverse proxy.

3.2 Evaluation
This part will shed light on the future direction of this project.

3.2.1 Web Application Frontend
For the web application frontend, more UI styling will be done or modified for refining the user
experience. Moreover, more sub-functions like reviewing students’ assignment instance status, FAQ
page, and sandbox environment will also be done in the future. Different front-end tests like
integration test and end-to-end test will also be performed to ensure the stability and functionality of
the whole service.

3.2.2 Web Application Backend and API
For the Web Application Backend , more tests like unit tests will be performed to also ensure the both
functional requirements and non-functional requirements. Also, for the API, the possibility of
submission to ZINC[23], an auto-grading system for programming assignment, will be explored to
enhance the user experience. The integration to the OPA[14] authentication server and sandbox
environment API would also be implemented. For sandbox environments, they are programming
environments anyone can use and customize regardless of the course enrollment. As such, the users
could play around with an isolated programming environment and enjoy programming on a cloud
environment.

3.2.3 Other Tasks
For other tasks, some more tests like cluster stress tests and user-acceptance tests will be performed to
ensure the performances and other non-functional requirements of the project. We will ask some
students or instructors to try this application and collect feedback and opinions from them, so that we
can tune the application to the needs of more people, especially all kinds of students that are new to
programming.

3.3 Vision
As online learning and self-learning are becoming the trend of computer science in recent years, we
believe that Cnails will be greatly beneficial to the teaching and learning of HKUST CS instructors
and students. The most direct impact of Cnails is that Cnails clears the hassles of managing the local
programming environment for students and ensures a standardized programming environment for
everyone in a course. This favors automatic grading and reduces grading problems due to a student
using a wrong environment setup. Being able to access the IDE on the browser would mean students
not only don't need to install any binary on their computers but also can access the IDE from any
desktop, laptop and tablet with the same performance.
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Another huge likely benefit is that Cnails can integrate with other CSE systems to create a collection
of tools to improve the teaching and learning experience. For example, it could integrate with
ZINC[23] for auto-grading right after a student finishes an assignment in Cnails. If the grading is
handled immediately, the student can see the result and do corrections if needed right away. This will
be extremely useful in programming labs and MOOCs. Particularly in MOOC, some educational
extensions such as the CodeTour and our quick question sending extension in the online IDE allows
students to have a better learning experience even when in a remote learning setting.

Cnails makes programming more accessible to people. We believe that Cnails could be beneficial to
not only the CS department but also other departments that offer programming teaching to students.
As online learning has become more common, the audience Cnails serves is enormous and it could
have huge potential by extending its functionality. The MVP of Cnails has been developed and it is
currently under testing and evaluation to make the system more robust and more user-friendly. We are
looking to seeing Cnails serve HKUST instructors and students someday in the future.
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